Abstract-Based on the current studies on the algorithms of the affinity propagation and normalized cut, a new scalable graph clustering method called APANC (Affinity Propagation And Normalized Cut) is proposed in this paper. During the APANC process, we firstly use the "Affinity Propagation" (AP) to preliminarily group the original data in order to reduce the data-scale, and then we further group the result of AP using "Normalized Cut" (NC) to get the final result. Through such combination, the advantages of AP in time costs and the advantages of NC in accuracy have been adopted. The experimental results show that even though APANC includes two clustering processes, this twophase algorithm helps to reduce the experiment time compared to NC, and meanwhile, maintain the accuracy. Furthermore, the advantages of APANC in time costs could be greater when data scale increases.
I. INTRODUCTION
Clustering is the unsupervised classification of patterns (observations, data items, or feature vectors) into groups (clusters) [1, 2] . It groups a set of data in a way that maximizes the similarity within clusters and minimizes the similarity between two different clusters [3] . Due to the broad usability of clustering, it has been applied in various situations. In recent decades, the importance and significance of clustering have been fully recognized and positively confirmed [3, 4] .
However, at present, most of the clustering methods' time complexities are relatively high [2, 4] , which results in the huge time consumption in the processing of largescale data. Thus, how to shorten the time costs of clustering process is an important research area in pattern analysis, data mining and machine learning domains.
Affinity Propagation (AP) is a clustering method proposed by Brendan J. Frey and Delbert Dueck [5] . This method iteratively exchanges real-value messages between data points until a high-quality set of exemplars and corresponding clusters gradually emerges. AP can save a large amount of the time of clustering process, and reduce the error rate of the result [5] . However, this method has been questioned a lot since it was proposed, and was criticized that its advantage in speed and accuracy is only available when this clustering method is used on large-scale dataset (>900 data points) [6, 7] . Besides, during our experiments, we also found that the result of AP is very sensitive to its parameter when we apply this method to image segmentation.
Normalized cut (NC) proposed by Jianbo Shi and Jitendra Malik [8] is a classical image segmentation algorithm. This method proposes a new segmentation criterion called Ncut, and optimizes this criterion by solving a generalized eigenvalue problem. According to the high quality segment result of NC, in recent years, NC has been successfully applied to many fields, especially in image segmentation [3] . However, in return, NC suffers from the huge time consumption (time complexity: O(n 3 )). The method proposed in this paper combines the advantages of the abovementioned two methods and, meanwhile, avoids the disadvantages of them. Through many experiments, we found that the proposed clustering algorithm APANC is able to shorten the processing time to one-tenth of the NC process with comparable clustering quality and this advantage could be even greater when data size grows.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, we give some brief reviews of AP and NC. Section III describes detail implementation of our APANC. In section IV, we show some experimental results. In section V, we draw some conclusion and introduce our future work.
II. PRELIMINARY
APANC is a clustering method based on AP and NC. Therefore, before the description of our method, we briefly give some preliminary review of AP and NC.
Affinity Propagation (AP) is proposed by Brendan J. Frey and Delbert Dueck [5] . This method takes a realvalue similarity matrix as input where the similarity S[i, k] (i≠k) indicates how well the data point with index k is suited to be the exemplar for data point i.
In the similarity matrix S for AP, the diagonal element S(i, i) is defined as "preference" for point i to be chosen as an exemplar. In other words, a data point i with a larger S(i, i) is more likely to be chosen as an exemplar. Thus, if the value of all the diagonal elements is defined as a large constant, the number of groups produced by AP will also be a large one.
Given the similarity matrix, AP iteratively exchanges real-value messages calculated from the similarity matrix between data points until a high-quality set of exemplars and corresponding clusters gradually emerges [5] . Then, each of the exemplars and the corresponding data points attached to it compose a cluster. We can see that if the number of data points is fixed, theoretically, the time costs of AP will grow linearly with the times of iteration.
In the result of AP, each of the clusters is composed of an exemplar and some data points attached to the exemplar. In order to study the relationship between exemplars and their corresponding data points, we applied AP to a set of two-dimensional data points, where negative Euclidean distance was used to measure similarity. And after that, we found that all of the exemplars are located near the "barycenters" of their corresponding clusters (Fig. 1) , which means that each exemplar can represent the average of the data points attached to it.
In a way, AP is very similar to k-center because both of AP and k-center classify data points into groups by searching for centers of each cluster. As we know, kcenter randomly selects k data points as initial k centers of clusters, which makes the result of k-center unstable and of poor quality. Compared with k-center, AP initially regards every data point as potential centers so that it can get higher quality clustering result while spending much less time than k-center when data point is greater than 900.
However, although AP has many advantages over kcenter, through our experiments and study, we found that AP still has two problems. One is that when the number of data points is less than 900, AP can not perform better than k-center. The other one is that the number of clusters of AP's result is relatively high and sometimes can not generate appropriate number of clusters. A graph can be partitioned into two parts A and B. In graph theoretic language, the degree of the similarity between A and B is called the cut:
(1) where w(u, v) is the similarity between point u and v.
Based on graph theory, Shi and Malik [8] proposed a normalized similarity criterion to evaluate a partition of an image. They call this criterion Ncut: (2) where assoc(A, V) = is the total connection from nodes in A to all the nodes in the graph, and assoc(B,V) is similarly defined. The minimization of this criterion can be taken as a generalized eigenvalue problem. The eigenvector is used to generate good partitions of the image and the process is continued recursively until some stop conditions holds [8] . In this paper, we use an upper limit of the Ncut value as the stop condition, and we call this upper limit "precision".
Rather than focusing on local features and their consistencies in the image data, Normalized Cut aims at extracting the global impression of an image. It treats image segmentation as a graph partitioning problem and measures both the total dissimilarity between the different groups as well as the total similarity within the groups [8] . By these means, Normalized Cut can deal with the effect of the noise data or isolated points because the isolated points will never have small Ncut value ( NC has been successfully applied to many domains [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , especially in image segmentation. However, the calculation for generalized eigenvalue in NC makes it a relatively time-consuming method (time complexity: O(n 3 )).
III. PROPOSED METHOD
Generally speaking, the APANC we've proposed here is to conduct two clustering procedures on dataset respectively by abovementioned AP and NC. During the clustering process, APANC uses AP to preliminarily classify the original data in order to reduce the data scale, and then APANC does the secondary clustering through the "Normalized Cut" to get the final result. The algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 .
In the rest part of this chapter, we will apply APANC to clustering two-dimensional data points. Similarities are calculated using the following formula: (3) where X(i) is the spatial location vector of each data point. With the definition of similarity, we can construct the similarity matrix as follow: Figure 3 . Algorithm description of APANC (4) where p is the common preference, to which we will assign a value later. During the first clustering process, the main purpose is to shrink the huge size of original data set to a smaller one. Since the size of data might be very large, the AP, which is more time economical, is used in this process. Before we run AP, some adjustments on parameters are necessary since it is meaningless for time saving to run AP with normal iteration times.
As we mentioned above, if the number of data points is fixed, theoretically, the time costs of AP will grow linearly with the times of iteration. Thus, before the AP can be used, we need to reduce the iteration times of message exchange to reduce the time costs. However, simply reducing the iteration times will make the cluster incomplete because of the lack of message exchange between some data points (Fig. 4) . In another word, if we want to get a complete clustering result, we have to keep the time of message passing iteration greater than a certain value, and we call this certain value "necessary iteration time".
Fortunately, after many experiments, we found that when we amplify the value of the preference, the necessary iteration times can be decreased to less than 0.1 times of previous process, which means the time costs of AP with a large "preferences" in the first clustering can be reduced to one tenth of a normal AP. Therefore, before the first clustering, we amplify the value of the "preference" (the diagonal element of S) to avoid the incomplete result and to reduce the time costs. However, as the price of the amplifying, a large "preference" will also make the number of clusters in AP's result larger than we expect for the final result. So we need a second clustering. After the first clustering, every data point is either chosen as an exemplar or attached to an exemplar (Fig. 5) . Each exemplar and the data points attached to it compose a cluster. After saving these messages, we abstract similarity information of all exemplars from original similarity matrix and reform them into exemplar similarity matrix. In the second clustering, this new similarity matrix will be taken as input by NC, which means that each of the exemplars will be a representative of its corresponding group. In the secondary clustering, the exemplar similarity matrix and the precision are taken as input by NC. As we mentioned above, NC recursively partition the data set until the min Ncut value exceeds a certain upper limit, and we call this upper limit precision. However, when we use this kind of upper limit (precision) as stop condition of NC in APANC, we found that the clustering result is very sensitive to the precision because the Ncut value is always less than 1 and has many decimal places. As the precision is a parameter that we have to give when we use NC, it will be very hard to deal with this sensitive parameter if we want to get a satisfying result.
To solve this problem, we use another cut criterion proposed by Xiaobin Li and Zheng Tian [15] named "Ocut", which can be seen as an extension of NC. The calculation formula of Ocut is as follow: (5) where assoc(A, A) = , which represents the total connection in A, and assoc(B,B) is similarly defined. From the above formula we can see that Ocut will always be larger than 1 and can overcome the sensitivity problem.
Since the number of exemplars that we get from the first clustering is much less than the number of original data points, consequently, the time costs of the second clustering will also be much less than that of using NC to cluster the original data.
After the completion of NC, the exemplars are segmented into an ideal number of data groups (clusters). Then, for other data points, i.e., data points that are not selected as exemplars, we can group them into the groups where their corresponding exemplars are in according to the result that we got in the first clustering. At last, after grouping all the data points which are not exemplars, the final result is obtained (Fig. 6 ). To study the time costs of APANC and prove its advantages, we assume that after amplifying the "preferences" of AP, the number of the clusters is λ times of the number of the original data points. According to the time complexity of NC (O(n 3 )), the time costs of NC for grouping the exemplars will be λ 3 times of the time costs of NC for grouping the original data points. The λ can be adjusted from 1 to 1/n by the "preference" we set. Usually, to reach the balance of the speed and quality, we adjust λ to about 0.4, which will make the time costs of grouping exemplars (second clustering) 0.4 3 = 0.064 times of the time costs of NC for grouping all the data points. Plus the time costs of the first clustering (0.1 times of AP for grouping all the data points) that we mentioned above, the total time costs will be 0.1×AP+0.064× NC, where NC and AP respectively represent the time costs of their clustering process for all the data points.
As we described above, APANC not only takes a similarity matrix as input, but also needs the preferences and the precision as parameters. By adjusting these two parameters, we can control the property of the clustering result. For example, if we give a large preference and a small precision, the number of the clusters we get from the first clustering in APANC will increase and the data set which the second clustering has to segment will be larger and closer to the original data set. Consequently, the clustering result's property will mainly be determined by the second clustering procedure (NC). On the contrary, if we reduce the preference and amplify the precision, the property of the clustering result will be mainly dominated by the first clustering procedure (AP).
IV. EXPERIMENTS
To study the time costs of AP when we amplify the preferences, we applied AP and k-center to clustering 800 two-dimensional data points. In this experiment, Euclidean-distance is used to calculate similarity. The measurement of similarity is as formula (3) . Since the number of clusters increases with the preferences, we just plot the time costs of AP and k-center against the number of clusters (Fig. 7) . From the above experiment we can see that when the preferences are amplified, the time costs of AP will decrease while the time costs of k-center will increase.
Because APANC consists of AP and NC, the clustering quality of APANC will also depend on these two methods. Since NC is a classical clustering method and has been widely accepted by many scholars, there is no need to discuss the clustering quality of NC here. Thus, in the next experiment, we want to figure out the clustering quality of AP in APANC. As was described above, in APANC, we magnified the preferences of the input matrix to reduce the time costs of AP. So, we devised an experiment about how will the clustering quality of AP change with the increment of the preferences.
In our next experiment, we defined the "square error" as the sum of the similarities of every data point to its exemplar. Then we used AP and k-center to cluster the same dataset (with 800 data points) and compared the square error of AP with that of k-center when preference increases. Since the number of result clusters increases with preferences, we just plotted the square error against the number of clusters instead of the preferences. The measurement of similarity has been described in (3) . Fig.  8 shows the square errors of Affinity Propagation and kcenter when number of result clusters increases. In Fig. 8 we can see that the square error is always higher than k-center, which means that AP can always maintain better clustering quality even if the preference is magnified. Consequently, we have reason to expect good results from APANC.
To further prove the clustering quality of APANC, we have applied our APANC to image segmentation based on gray value and spatial location. In our experiment, we take each pixel as a data point. Gray value and Euclideandistance are used to calculate similarity. The calculation formula is as follow [8] : (6) where f(i) is the pixel gray value of point i, X(i) is the spatial location vector of point i, σ I is the weight factor of the gray value and σ X is the weight factor of the spatial location. Here, the weight factor expresses how unimportant the gray value or the spatial location is to affect the segmentation. Figs. 9, 10 respectively show two 50 × 50 pictures and their segmentations achieved by APANC.
In Fig. 9 , the original image shows a yak standing on the ground. After segmentation, the original image is segmented to the yak, the sky and the ground.
The original image in Fig. 10 is a portrait of a man. After segmentation, the original image is segmented to the hair, the face, the background and the shadow. To get a better result, we set σ X = 3200, which means spatial attribute is not important when we segment the portrait.
In order to make sure our method can work as well as NC, we also used NC to segment the same pictures for comparison. Figs. 11, 12 , 13, 14 respectively show four 50 × 50 pictures and their segmentations achieved by NC and APANC. In order to compare the performances of NC, AP, kcenter and APANC in time costs, we apply these three methods to another experiment on two-dimensional data points using Euclidean-distance as the similarity. The measurement of similarity is as formula (3) . The message passing iteration of AP ends when the clustering result keeps unchanging for 10 times. The preferences of AP are set to the min similarity in the input matrix, and the preferences of AP in APANC are set to 0.95. The precision of NC is set to 2 and the precision of NC in APANC are set to 3.9. Fig. 15, 16 show the different changes of the time costs among AP, NC, k-center and APANC when the number of data points grows. (CPU: Intel(R) Core (TM) i5 CPU M 460 @ 1.86GHz, RAM: 4.51GB)
According to the results of our experiments, we can see that the segmentation results produced by APANC are acceptable, and most of the APANC's clustering results are consistent with the results reached by NC. Regarding the time costs, APANC's performance is much better and its growth rate of the time costs against the number of data points is also much lower than AP, NC and k-center, which makes this method scalable. This paper has proposed a scalable clustering method named "APANC" which is based on Affinity Propagation and Normalized Cut. APANC firstly uses AP to classify the original data and then it uses NC to segment the set of exemplars resulted from the first clustering. At last, it combines the result of AP and NC to get the final result.
Through experimental results, we can see that the APANC possesses both the advantages of AP and NC, meanwhile, it also avoids the respective shortcomings of AP and NC, which enable APANC to reduce the processing time much less than AP, and at the same time maintain comparable quality to NC. Furthermore, the advantage of APANC over time costs can be even greater when data scale grows, which makes APANC a scalable clustering method.
However, APANC still has many aspects that need to be improved, such as the confusing settings of the "preference" of each data point. We think that we can still expect a large improvement if we can eliminate this parameter. Besides, we still can not figure out some problems of AP such as the relationship between the preferences and the necessary iteration times, and the relationship between the preferences and the number of result clusters. We believe that by solving these problems, we can not only prove the advantages of AP theoretically but also calculate APANC's time-complexity precisely.
